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Nanowires-dispersed polycrystalline graphene has been recently explored as a transparent

conducting material for applications such as solar cells, displays, and touch-screens. Metal nano-

wires and polycrystalline graphene play synergetic roles during the charge transport in the material

by compensating for each other’s limitations. In the present work, we develop and employ an

extensive computational framework to study the essential characteristics of the charge transport not

only on an aggregate basis but also on individual constituents’ levels in these types of composite

thin-films. The method allows the detailed visualization of the percolative current pathways in the

material and provides the direct evidence of current crowding in the 1-D nanowires and 2-D poly-

graphene sheet. The framework is used to study the effects of several important governing parame-

ters such as length, density and orientation of the nanowires, grain density in polygraphene, grain

boundary resistance, and the contact resistance between nanowires and graphene. We also present

and validate an effective medium theory based generalized analytical model for the composite. The

analytical model is in agreement with the simulations, and it successfully predicts the overall con-

ductance as a function of several parameters including the nanowire network density and orienta-

tion and graphene grain boundaries. Our findings suggest that the longer nanowires (compared to

grain size) with low angle orientation (<40�) with respect to the main carrier transport direction

provide significant advantages in enhancing the conductance of the polygraphene sheet. We also

find that above a certain value of grain boundary resistance (>60 � intra-grain resistance), the

overall conductance becomes nearly independent of grain boundary resistance due to nanowires.

The developed model can be applied to study other emerging transparent conducting materials

such as nanowires, nanotubes, polygraphene, graphene oxide, and their hybrid nanostructures.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4965857]

I. INTRODUCTION

Transparent conducting materials (TCMs) are used as

electrodes in a wide range of applications such as solar cells,

displays, photodetectors, touch-screens, and organic light-

emitting diodes.1,2 Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) is currently the

most commonly used TCM for these applications. However,

due to increasingly high-cost and poor reliability over a

period of time, there have been significant efforts towards

finding alternative TCMs to replace ITO.2,3 Carbon nano-

tubes (CNTs), graphene, metal nanowires (NWs), and their

hybrid nanostructures have been explored in this regard to

achieve the desired combination of optimal material proper-

ties such as high optical transparency, high electrical con-

ductivity, and greater mechanical flexibility.3–10

Single-layer graphene is considered to have extremely

high electrical conductivity (mobility >200 000 cm2/V s)

and very good optical transmittance (97.7% for visible light)

while being a strong material in terms of mechanical flexibil-

ity.11,12 And therefore, ideally they would make an excellent

candidate for replacement of ITO. However, the chemical

vapor deposition-grown large-scale graphene films are poly-

crystalline in nature with very high sheet resistance (>1 kX/

sq) due to several types of defects.13–17 In particular, the

electrical transport between single-crystal domains (referred

to as “grains”) in polygraphene is significantly influenced by

scattering at the grain boundaries.18–20

Recent theoretical and experimental studies have sug-

gested that the transport properties of polygraphene can be

significantly improved (sheet resistivity <20 X/sq; transpar-

ency >90% for visible light) by the addition of metallic

NWs on polygraphene.21,22 The presence of NWs creates

additional pathways over the grain boundaries which assist

the charge carriers in overcoming the grain boundary resis-

tance which increases the overall conductance.

While several useful electrical and optical measure-

ments have been performed earlier to study these compo-

sites,22–25 there are various aspects of electrical transport in

these materials, which require further detailed investigation

such as: (1) how the NWs affect the local spatial variation of

transport variables (e.g., current and potential) in polygra-

phene, (2) how the pathways for charge transport in polygra-

phene are altered by the NWs, (3) what is its dependence on

the directional orientation of these NWs, and is there an opti-

mal orientation to maximize macroscopic properties of these
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composites; and (4) how the local variation in the intrinsic

and interfacial material properties affects the overall conduc-

tance. The numerical modeling approaches of these thin-film

1D/2D composites can be very helpful in answering these

questions.

Some efforts have been made to model these composites

but they are limited in terms of modeling the network of

NWs and their interaction with graphene.21,26 There is a

need to develop a physical model, which simultaneously

describes the 1-D transport in NWs and 2-D transport in pol-

ygraphene. Such a model will provide greater details of the

percolating nature of the charge transport in the NWs-

polygraphene composites not only on an aggregate basis but

also on individual constituents’ levels. The model can also

be used to extract material parameters (e.g., electrical con-

ductivity of NWs, grain density in polygraphene, interfacial

conductances, etc.) of these composites by comparing the

simulation results with the experimental data. Furthermore,

the model will serve as a precursor for the development of a

self-consistent electro-thermal transport model for these

composite thin-films, which can be used to study both elec-

trical and thermal transport properties simultaneously. The

computational framework developed here can be easily

expanded to study the combination(s) of NWs, nanotubes,

polygraphene and graphene oxide, all relevant as TCMs.27

In the present work, we develop a comprehensive com-

putational framework to simulate electrical transport in NW

- polygraphene thin-film composites (Figure 1). The

approach adopted here represents a better modeling tech-

nique for combined 1D-2D composites, compared to the

ones presented in the previous studies21,26 as the governing

equations are solved for both networks of 1-D NWs and 2-D

polygraphene sheet. This approach allows the detailed visu-

alization of the percolative current pathways in the material

and provides the direct evidence of current crowding in the

1-D NWs and 2-D polygraphene sheet. This enables us to

systematically study the effect of NW length, density, orien-

tation, spatial distribution along with a host of other relevant

material parameters such as grain boundary resistance, NW-

graphene contact resistance, and grain size and density.

Aside from the computational model and results, we also dis-

cuss an analytical model based on effective medium theories

for the combined nanowires-polygraphene composites. The

analytical model can predict the overall conductance as a

function of many parameters including the nanowire orienta-

tion and is in good agreement with the computational model.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Computational framework

The shape of single crystal domains in polycrystalline

graphene is typically non-uniform with stochastic varia-

tion.28,29 However, it has been reported that on average,

sheet conductance of polygraphene is nearly independent of

the grain-shape.21 Therefore, for simplicity, in this work we

assume square grains. The grain size and NWs’ length con-

sidered in the present study are sufficiently larger than the

mean free path of charge carriers, and therefore charge trans-

port can aptly be described by diffusive transport theory.

This approximation has been validated and successfully

applied in the case of carbon nanotube network based devi-

ces.30–32 Governing equations are based on the charge con-

servation principle utilizing the diffusive transport theory.

Equation (1) describes the charge transport in the ensemble

of 1-D NWs, and it also includes the interaction among the

NWs at the junctions and between NWs and polygraphene.

Equation (2) describes the charge transport in the 2-D poly-

graphene sheet, and it also includes the interaction between

the NW and the polygraphene

d2wi

ds�2
þ ~GC wg � wi

� �þ X
intersecting

NWs j

~GJun wj � wi

� �
¼ 0; (1)

r�2wg þ
XNtubes

i¼1

~GCbvðwi � wgÞ ¼ 0; (2)

where W denotes the electric potential. All lengths are non-

dimensionalized by the NW diameter (d). Wi and Wg denote

the local potentials of the ith NW and polygraphene, respec-

tively. The second and third terms in Equation (1) represent

the charge transfer between NWs and polygraphene and at

the NW junctions (if they intersect), respectively. ~GC and
~GJun are non-dimensional contact conductance at NW-to-

graphene and NW-to-NW contacts, respectively, defined as

follows:33,34

~GC ¼
gCPCd2

rNWA
; ~GJun ¼

gJunPJund2

rNWA
;

bv ¼ av
A

PS

� �
rNW

rGraphene
:

Here, gC and gJun are contact conductances per unit area at

NW-to-graphene and NW-to-NW contacts, respectively; PC

and PJun are the corresponding contact perimeters. rNW and

rGraphene are the electrical conductivity of the NW and gra-

phene, respectively. A is the cross-sectional area of the NW.

The parameter bv characterizes the contact geometry and av

is the contact area per unit volume (area� thickness) of the

graphene cell. The polygraphene sample size (Lx�Ly) is

taken to be 52 lm� 52 lm in the present study. The grain
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the 1D-2D composite of NWs-

polygraphene thin-films.
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size for most of the simulation results is considered to be

4 lm, consistent with the values reported in the literature.17

Each grain is further discretized into 10� 10 cells. The

boundaries at x¼ 0 and x¼ Lx are kept at 1 V and 0 V,

respectively. Boundaries at y¼ 0 and y¼Ly are considered

to be periodic. It can be noted that the polygraphene sample

size (Lx�Ly) in the present simulations is more than ten

times the grain size. This makes the simulation results

expandable to much large sample sizes as well since the con-

ductance is inversely proportional to the sample length (Lx)

when Lx> 10 Lgrain.21

Regarding the resistances of grain boundaries and within

the grain, we adopt a similar approach as specified in Ref. 21.

The intra-grain resistance of graphene is taken as 30 X/sq

assuming only the acoustic deformation potential scattering.35

The grain boundary resistance can vary in the polygraphene

sheet, but for the present study we assume grain boundary

resistance to be of binary nature, having either high or low

resistance. Low resistance grain boundaries are considered to

have the same resistance as the intra-grain resistance, while

the high resistance grain boundaries are considered to have 60

times the resistance of intra-grain resistance. In the present

study, we vary the percentage of high resistance grain bound-

aries as a parameter to study its effect on the transport proper-

ties of the Ag-NW/polygraphene thin-film. The location of

the high resistance grain boundaries are randomly selected

(Figure 2). The silver-NW length is considered to be 10 lm,

diameter is 100 nm, nominal density is 6� 104 /mm2, orienta-

tion distribution is random unless specified otherwise, and the

electrical resistivity of the silver NW is taken as 2� 10�8 X
m, consistent with the values reported in the literature.36 The

contact resistance (RC) between the NW and graphene is con-

sidered to be 200 X lm. The junction resistance between

NWs is considered to be 10 X.36 Statistical averaging is per-

formed over more than 100 ensembles of NW-polygraphene

films for each data point to get rid the configuration bias

related to NW orientation and location of high and low resis-

tance grain boundaries in polygraphene.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of NW density (D)

Figure 3 shows the contour plot results for electrostatic

potential and current in the NWs and polygraphene sheet at

two different values of NW density (D¼ 1� 104 /mm2 and

6� 104 /mm2). The percentage of grain boundaries of high

resistance is considered to be 60% for the two cases (Figures

3(a) and 3(e)). It can be noted that the potential map of the

polygraphene sheet is dependent on the NW density such

that the higher NW density helps reduce the spikes in the

spatial gradient of potential caused by the high resistance

grain boundaries (Figures 3(c) and 3(g)). Electric current

variation and flow in the NWs and polygraphene for the two

cases are shown in Figures 3(d) and 3(h)). These contour

results provide the clear visualization of the percolation path-

ways and the resultant current crowding in both NWs and

the polygraphene material caused by high resistance grain

boundaries. We find that the location of high current regions

in the polygraphene sheet is highly dependent on both the

distribution of high resistance grain boundaries and NWs.

Due to current crowding, high current is observed in parts of

NWs located over the high resistance grain boundaries.

Interestingly, not all NWs crossing over the high resistance

grain boundaries possess high current segments. This is

indicative of the fact that some NWs play more critical role

than others, and a NW can have a variable effect on the over-

all conductance, depending on its environment. NWs that

contribute to opening up the long-range percolating path-

ways for charge transport are more likely to play important

role in enhancing the overall conductance. Higher density of

NWs creates more low resistance percolating pathways in

the polygraphene, which leads to higher current in the

FIG. 2. Illustration of grain boundaries

in (a) crystalline graphene, (b) polycrys-

talline graphene, and (c) NW-doped

polycrystalline graphene, respectively.

Charge transport gets impeded by high

resistance grain boundaries (represented

by red lines in (b)). NWs help increase

the electrical conductance of polycrys-

talline graphene by providing the low

resistance pathways over the grain

boundaries. (d), (e), and (f) show the

corresponding illustrative contour map

of electrostatic potential for the above

three cases, respectively. The NWs

smoothen out the spikes in spatial gradi-

ent of potential caused by the grain

boundaries.
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polygraphene sheet. Additional plots (Figures S2–S4) are

included in the supplementary material for clarity in the cur-

rent flow visualization corresponding to different cases of

NW density and high resistance grain boundary percentages.

In order to explore the effect of NW density on overall

conductance, we first discuss the nature of charge transport

in the polygraphene material. We find that the electrical con-

ductance of the poly-graphene sheet (without NWs)

decreases by more than two orders of magnitude, changing it

from a very good conductor to a poor conductor, when per-

centage of high resistance grain boundaries is increased from

0% to 100%. Particularly, a sharp drop is observed in the

sheet conductance of polygraphene (for the zero NW density

case in Figure 4) when the high resistance grain boundary

percentage changes from 40% to 60%. This drop is a signa-

ture of percolation transport in the polygraphene. Above the

percolation threshold of grain boundaries in polygraphene,

the charges have to cross at least one high resistance grain

boundary, and therefore the conductance decreases signifi-

cantly. The addition of NWs alters the nature of charge per-

colation in polygraphene, as the NWs can effectively short
the high resistance grain boundaries.

It is to be noted here that a separate percolation threshold

exists for NW networks. The percolation threshold density for

the NW network according to classical percolation theory for

randomly oriented straight rods is given by 4.232/pLNW
2, here

LNW is the NW length. For LNW¼ 10 lm, the NW percolation

threshold density is 5.7� 104/mm2. We find that the NWs sig-

nificantly benefit the polygraphene even when the NW density

is below this network percolation threshold (Figure 4), since

the charge transport through NW no longer requires their

interaction at the NW junctions. The increase in the conduc-

tance of polygraphene due to NWs is more pronounced when

percentage of high resistance boundaries is higher, where

even a small number of NWs can play significant role in

enhancing the overall conductance. We find that higher den-

sity of NWs leads to greater overall conductance, albeit with

diminishing returns. It can be seen here that it takes NW den-

sity of 9� 104 /mm2 to completely cancel the effect of 40%

high resistance grain boundaries. More results regarding the

statistical uncertainty due to ensemble averaging in the

FIG. 3. Electrostatic potential and current distribution in NWs and polycrystalline graphene for two different NW density cases (1� 104 /mm2 for the top row

and 6� 104 /mm2 for the bottom row). (a) and (e) show the location of high resistance grain boundaries (60% of total) in polycrystalline graphene (red thick

lines) and NWs (black thin lines). Higher density of NWs creates smoother potential profile and increases the current in the polygraphene sheet. Contour map

of electrostatic potential of NWs (b) and (f) and polycrystalline graphene (c) and (g). Electric current in the NWs and polygraphene is shown together in (d)

and (h) for two cases of NW density. High current in part of NWs (in red in d & h) clearly shows how they make bridge between clusters of graphene grains.

Here, NWs are randomly oriented. Length of NW, LNW¼ 10 lm and grain size, LGrain¼ 4 lm.

FIG. 4. Variation of normalized conductance of NW-assembled polygra-

phene with NW density (D) for different percentages of grain boundaries

with high resistance. Here, LNW¼ 10 lm, LGrain¼ 4 lm. Symbols and solid

lines correspond to computational and analytical results, respectively.
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simulations are presented in the supplementary material

(Figure S7).

It is worth pointing out here that high density can also

adversely affect the optical transmittance of these materials,

and therefore the NW density needs to be carefully

selected.22

The trend also matches well (see Figure 4) with the ana-

lytical results obtained from Maxwell-Garnett effective

medium approximation (MG-EMA) theory, which is typi-

cally applied for finding the effective thermal conductance

of fiber-reinforced matrix composites.37–39 Here, we are able

to successfully apply MG-EMA theory (Equations (3)–(6))

to obtain effective electrical conductance of the NW-

polygraphene thin-film owing to the similarity between the

governing equations of diffusive thermal and electrical trans-

port in such composites. In MG-EMA theory, the matrix

phase of the composite is typically assumed to be homoge-

neous. Therefore, we first calculate the effective electrical

conductivity of polygraphene (rPG) using general effective

media (GEM) theory as a function of percentages of low and

high resistance boundaries (Equation (5)) and subsequently

utilize it in MG-EMA theory to obtain the effective electrical

conductivity of the NWs-dispersed polygraphene composite

r¼rPG
1þ f b11 1�L11ð Þ 1�hcos2hi

� �
þ2b33L11hcos2hi

� �
1� f b11L11 1�hcos2hið Þþb33L33hcos2hi½ �

" #
;

(3)

hcos2hi ¼
Ð

q hð Þ cos2h sin h dhÐ
q hð Þsin h dh

: (4)

Here, r is the effective electrical conductivity of the NW-

polygraphene thin-film composite. f is the area fraction of

NWs, Lii is the geometrical factor dependent on the NW

aspect ratio, bii¼ (rii� rPG)/[rPGþLii(rii� rPG)], r11¼ r22

¼ rNW/[1þ (2aK rNW/rPG d)], and r33¼ rNW/[1þ (2aK

rNW/rPG LNW)].37,39 Here, rNW is electrical conductivity of

the NW, aK is the Kapitza radius, which takes into account

the contact resistance between NWs and graphene, axis 3 rep-

resents the longitudinal axis of the NWs, and axes 1 and 2 are

the other two transverse axes of the NWs. The symbol h
denotes the orientation of a NW measured with respect to the

x-direction and q(h) is the normalized distribution function

which describes the orientation of NWs. For the present study,

the geometrical factors are L11¼L22¼ 0.5, L33¼ 0. The value

of aK¼ 50 nm, diameter of NW (d)¼ 100 nm, and length of

the NW, LNW¼ 10 lm.

In order to obtain the effective conductivity of polygra-

phene (rPG), we utilize general effective medium (GEM)

theory.21,40

fGB
r1=t

GB � r1=t
PG

r1=t
GB þ gr1=t

PG

" #
þ fG

r1=t
G � r1=t

PG

r1=t
G þ gr1=t

PG

" #
¼ 0: (5)

Here, fGB and fG are the fractions of area covered by grain

boundaries and grains, respectively, such that fGBþ fG¼ 1.

rGB and rG are the conductivity of the grain boundary and

graphene, respectively. The parameter t is a characteristic

exponent and g is dependent on the percolation threshold of

the polygraphene sheet.40 Here, t and g are taken as fitting

parameters with the value of 1 and 1.2, respectively.

In the case of randomly oriented NWs, Equation (3)

reduces to following form:

r ¼ rPG

2þ f b11 1� L11ð Þ þ b33 1� L33ð Þ
� �
2� f b11L11 þ b33L33½ �

" #
: (6)

B. Effect of NW Alignment

Alignment of NWs on polygraphene determines the

directional preference along which the grain boundaries are

crossed over by the NWs. Given the stochastic spatial dis-

tribution of high resistance grain boundaries in polygra-

phene, it is important to understand how NW alignment

affects the conductance of the composite. For this, we sys-

tematically change the orientation of NWs between 0� to

90� such that for a given orientation angle (h), a NW’s pri-

mary axis is allowed to make an angle of either h or �h
with respect to the main direction of carrier transport.

Figure 5 shows contour plots of electrostatic potential and

electric current in NWs and polygraphene sheet for three

different angle orientations (h¼ 10�, 60�, and 80�), for the

case of 60% high resistance grain boundaries in polygra-

phene. Lower angle orientations of NWs lead to relatively

smoother variation in the potential profile of polygraphene

(Figures 5(c), 5(g), and 5(k)). It can be seen here that the

orientation of NWs significantly influences which percola-

tion pathways are reopened in the polygraphene sheet

(Figures 5(d), 5(h), and 5(l)).

In the case of 10� alignment, we find that most of the

NWs possess segments with high current as they crossover

the high resistance grain resistance (Figure 5(d)). This indi-

cates that most of the NWs are actively involved in suppress-

ing the effect of high resistance grain boundaries and thereby

increase the conductance. In the case of 80� orientation angle,

NWs are oriented almost perpendicular to the direction of the

applied electric field and do not contribute much to the open-

ing up the percolating pathways in the relevant direction

(Figure 5). Additional plots (Figures S5–S7) are included in

the supplementary material for clarity in the current flow visu-

alization corresponding to different cases of NW orientation

and high resistance grain boundary percentages.

Next, we investigate the effect of NW alignment on the

overall conductance at three different NW densities,

D¼ 1� 104, 3� 104, and 6� 104 /mm2 (Figure 6). Figure

6(a) shows the alignment effect at different percentages of

high resistance grain boundaries for density (D)¼ 1� 104 /

mm2. At low percentages of high resistance grain boundaries

(<40%). there are low resistance percolating pathways in pol-

ygraphene already available for charge transport. Therefore,

the addition of NWs does not cause any appreciable change in

the polygraphene sheet conductance and the orientation of

these NWs also does not matter. However, for higher percent-

age (>40%) of high resistance grain boundaries, orientation

of NWs starts affecting the sheet conductance significantly.

Here, the maximum conductance is observed for low angle
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orientations (h< 35�), and for high angle orientations conduc-

tance progressively decreases with the minimum observed at

h¼ 90� when all the NWs are oriented perpendicular to the

applied electric field (x-direction). It is worth repeating here

that the length of NWs and grain size is 10 lm and 4 lm,

respectively. For low angle alignments, the one NW can only

“short” a maximum of three grain boundaries. Under these

conditions, it is less likely to have a complete low resistance

percolating pathway for charge carriers at low NW density.

Therefore, with LNW¼ 10 lm and Lgrain¼ 4 lm, low NW den-

sity (D¼ 1� 104 /mm2) does not significantly improve the

conductance.

As the NW density is increased (Figures 6(b) and 6(c)),

we find significant improvement in the sheet conductance at

low alignment angles (h< 40�) for high percentage (>60%) of

high resistance grain boundaries. In the case of low angle

(h< 40�) orientations, NWs mainly cross the boundaries in the

x-direction, and therefore, it creates greater chances of a com-

plete low resistance pathway along the x-direction.

Interestingly, a maximum is observed around h¼ 20� rather

than at h¼ 0�. Optimally angled NWs provide greater proba-

bility of crossing not only the high resistance boundaries in the

x-direction (vertical boundaries) but also in the y-direction

(horizontal boundaries). This provides greater chances of a

complete low resistance pathway across the sheet. We also

find that the MG-EMA theory coupled with GEM theory for

polygraphene is in good agreement with the computational

results of the alignment effect of NWs (Figures 6(a)–6(c)). In

the analytical model, the fitting parameter g assumes the values

of 2, 3, and 4 (Equation (5)) corresponding to D¼ 1� 104,

3� 104, and 6� 104 /mm2, respectively. Increasing values of

g is indicative of enhanced percolation threshold of the poly-

graphene caused by the addition of more NWs. More results

regarding the statistical uncertainty due to ensemble averaging

in the simulations are presented in the supplementary material

(Figure S8).

The alignment effect is also dependent on the relative

lengths of NWs and grains. In order to explore this depen-

dence, we consider a case when the grain size is equal to the

NW length (LNW¼ Lgrain¼ 10 lm) at D¼ 6� 104/mm2

(Figure 6(d)). In this case, efficacy of NWs in improving the

conductance is reduced significantly despite high NW density

as the NWs fail to “short” enough high resistance grain

boundaries. Hence, the longer NWs (>2Lgrain) with low angle

FIG. 5. Electrostatic potential and current distribution in NWs and polycrystalline graphene for three different NW alignment cases (10� for the top row, 60�

for the middle row, and 80� for the bottom row). (a), (e), and (i) show the location of high resistance grain boundaries (60% of total) in polycrystalline gra-

phene (red thick lines) and NWs (black thin lines). Contour map of electrostatic potential of NWs (b), (f), and (j) and polycrystalline graphene (c), (g), and (k).

Electric current in the NWs and polygraphene is shown together in (d), (h), and (l) for the three alignment cases, respectively. Length of NW, LNW¼ 10 lm

and grain size, LGrain¼ 4 lm and, NW density (D)¼ 6� 104 /mm2.
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orientation (<40�) with respect to the main carrier transport

direction are favorable in enhancing the conductance of poly-

graphene sheet. We would like to add that the results, pre-

sented in this work, correspond to square grains and

additional analysis can be performed for alternative grain

shapes. We, however, speculate that the effect of grain shape

distribution should not alter the nature of results discussed

above as also found in Ref. 21.

The results discussed in the subsequent sections corre-

spond to randomly oriented NWs.

C. Effect of graphene grain size (Lgrain)

Figure 7 shows the effect of grain size on the conduc-

tance for a given NW length (10 lm). For comparison, three

different grain sizes (1 lm, 2 lm, and 4 lm) are considered

while keeping the NW length at 10 lm. For smaller grain

size, the number of grain boundaries increases, which leads

to lower sheet conductance. The presence of NWs

(D¼ 6� 104 /mm2) enhances the sheet conductance in all

three cases but the overall conductance is different in all

three cases, despite NW length and density being the same.

This is due to the fact that a NW does not fully “short” the

high resistance grain boundary. In order to understand it bet-

ter, we further investigate the parameters which determine

the interaction between NWs and graphene. This will help

identify the fundamental limits to which NWs can improve

the sheet conductance.

D. Effect of NW-graphene contact resistance (RC)

The conductivity ratio of the NW and graphene (rNW/

rGraphene) and the contact conductance (RC) between the two

determine the transport properties of the composite. We vary

these two parameters to quantify their impact on the

FIG. 6. Variation of normalized con-

ductance of NW-doped polygraphene

as a function of orientation of NWs for

different values of the percentage grain

boundaries. (a), (b), and (c) show the

results from computational (symbols)

and analytical (solid lines) models for

NW density of 1� 104, 3� 104, and

6� 104 /mm2 where LNW¼ 10 lm,

Lgrain¼ 4 lm. (d) corresponds to the

NW density of 6� 104 /mm2 and

LNW¼Lgrain¼ 10 lm.

FIG. 7. Variation of normalized conductance of NW-doped polygraphene as

a function of percentage high resistance grain boundaries for different values

of LNW/LGrain, here LNW is the length of NW and LGrain is the grain size. For

the results shown here, LNW is kept at 10 lm and LGrain is varied between

1 lm and 4 lm. Dotted and solid curves represent polygraphene conductance

with and without NWs, respectively. The results shown are from simulations

only.
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conductance. Here, we consider three different values of

RC¼ 20, 200, and 2000 X-lm. Three different values of

rNW/rGraphene¼ 0.45, 2.25, and 4.5 are considered (Figures

8(a)–8(c), respectively). Here, the intra-grain conductivity of

the polygraphene sheet is calculated from intra-grain sheet

resistance (30 X/sq) taking the thickness to be 0.3 nm.

We find that the lower values of RC lead to greater over-

all conductance for any given conductivity ratio rNW/

rGraphene. However, in the case of rNW/rGraphene¼ 0.45, even

a good electrical contact between the NW and polygraphene

(RC¼ 20 X-lm) may become inadequate for the desired

improvement in the sheet conductance.

It should be noted that the junction/interfacial resistan-

ces are treated as Ohmic (i.e., current across the interfaces is

directly proportional to the potential difference). The results

from Figure 8 can also be used to understand the possible

non-linearity effects. If the interfacial resistance across the

nanowire and graphene increases at higher bias due to the

non-ohmic effects, the overall conductance will reduce. The

degree to which it will affect the conductance will depend on

the amount of increase in the interfacial resistance (RC) and

the conductance ratio of the nanowires and graphene (rNW/

rGraphene) as indicated in Figure 8.

E. Effect of grain boundary resistance (Rgrain)

Another important parameter that affects the conduc-

tance of the polygraphene is the grain boundary resistance.

In order to quantify its effect, we vary the grain boundary

resistance for three different values of RC¼ 20, 200, and

2000 X-lm (Figure 9). For a given value of RC, conductance

of the composite decreases with increased grain boundary

resistance. However, lower values of RC diminish the

adverse effects of grain boundary resistance; in other words,

good quality of contacts between the NW and graphene

ensures better charge transfer through the NW over the grain

boundaries. In the case of very high grain boundary resis-

tance, the current across the grain boundaries mainly flows

through the NW pathways over the grain boundaries avoid-

ing direct flow within the polygraphene across the grain

boundaries. Therefore, we find that the increase in the grain

boundary resistance beyond RGB/RGraphene> 60 does not lead

to much further decrease in the sheet conductance of the

composite. In such cases, the sheet conductance will be

mainly be limited by the NW conductance.

Thus, the findings suggest that optimizing the values of

different materials parameters including grain boundary

resistance (RGB/RGraphene), the quality of the contact between

the NW and graphene (RC), and conductance of the NW

(rNW) can significantly increase the conductance of NW-

doped polygraphene thin-film composites which will

improve their chances of potential usage in electronics and

energy applications.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we develop and employ a comprehensive

computational model to study NW-doped polycrystalline

graphene as the transparent conducting material for large-

area applications. The sheet conductance of polycrystalline

FIG. 8. Effect of NW-graphene con-

tact resistance (RC). Variation of nor-

malized conductance of NW-doped

polygraphene as a function of percent-

age grain boundaries for different val-

ues of RC. (a), (b), and (c) correspond

to rNW/rGraphene¼ 0.45, 2.25, and 4.5,

respectively, where rNW and rGraphene

are electrical conductivity of the

Ag NW and graphene, respectively.

LNW¼ 10 lm, Lgrain¼ 4 lm. The

results shown are from simulations

only.

FIG. 9. Effect of grain boundary resis-

tance (Rgrain boundary). Variation of nor-

malized conductance of NW-doped

polygraphene as a function of percent-

age grain boundaries for different val-

ues of RGB/RGraphene. Here, RGraphene is

the resistance of single grain of gra-

phene with grain size of 4 lm x 4 lm.

(a), (b), and (c) correspond to

RC¼ 2000 X-lm, 200 X-lm, and 20 X-

lm, where RC is NW-graphene contact

resistance. NW density is 6� 104 /mm2.

Here, LNW¼ 10lm, Lgrain¼ 4 lm. The

results shown are from simulations

only.
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graphene is greatly diminished due to the presence of grain

boundaries. The presence of metal NWs on polygraphene

creates pathways over the grain boundary to overcome the

boundary resistance. We study the effect of various impor-

tant parameters such as the NWs length, density and orienta-

tion, grain density in polygraphene, grain boundary

resistance, and the contact resistance between the NW and

graphene. The findings suggest that the longer NWs (com-

pared to grain size) with low angle orientation (<40�) with

respect to the main carrier transport direction can be signifi-

cantly advantageous in enhancing the conductance of the

polygraphene sheet. We also find that above a certain value

of grain boundary resistance (>60 � intra-grain resistance),

the overall conductance becomes nearly independent of grain

boundary resistance, as the NWs become the sole pathways

for charge transport across the grain boundaries. Both the

conductance of NWs and the contact quality between the

NW and graphene are found to be one of the most important

parameters that determine the efficacy of NWs in improving

the sheet conductance. Insights gained from the present study

will help in the design and fabrication steps to optimize the

sheet conductance of polygraphene for large-area applica-

tions. The developed model can also be used to extract the

material properties of such NW-polygraphene composites

from the experimental data of sheet conductance. The analyt-

ical model based on effective medium theories is also pre-

sented considering the orientation of NWs, and the results

obtained from analytical model agree well with the corre-

sponding computational results. The computational frame-

work developed here can be easily expanded to study the

combination(s) of NWs, nanotubes, polygraphene and gra-

phene oxide, all relevant as TCMs. Furthermore, the model

will serve as a precursor for the future work on the develop-

ment of a self-consistent electro-thermal transport model for

these composite thin-films, which can be used to study both

electrical and thermal transport properties simultaneously.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for detailed contour plots of

electrical current flow corresponding to different cases of

NW density and orientation at various percentages of high

resistance grain boundaries, and figures of the statistical

uncertainty in terms of normalized standard deviation of the

conductance.
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